The distribution of diffuse gas in the intergalactic medium (IGM) imprints a series of hydrogen absorption lines on the spectra of distant background quasars known as the Lyman-a forest. Cosmological hydrodynamical simulations predict that IGM density fluctuations are suppressed below a characteristic scale where thermal pressure balances gravity. We measured this pressure-smoothing scale by quantifying absorption correlations in a sample of close quasar pairs. We compared our measurements to hydrodynamical simulations, where pressure smoothing is determined by the integrated thermal history of the IGM. Our findings are consistent with standard models for photoionization heating by the ultraviolet radiation backgrounds that reionized the universe.
A s the dominant reservoir of baryons in the universe, the intergalactic medium (IGM) plays a crucial role in the history and evolution of cosmic structure. About half a million years after the Big Bang, the plasma of primordial baryons recombined to form the first neutral atoms, releasing the cosmic microwave background (CMB) and initiating the cosmic "dark ages." During this period, primordial neutral hydrogen and helium expanded and cooled to very low temperatures, T~20 K, while dark matter-driven structure formation eventually gave rise to the first galaxies. Ultimately, stars and supermassive black holes in these galaxies emitted enough ionizing photons to reionize and reheat the universe; it is believed that soft photons from primeval galaxies ionized hydrogen and singly ionized helium at redshift z~7 to 8, whereas it took until z~3 for hard radiation emitted by quasars to doubly ionize helium (1) . During these reionization phase transitions, ionization fronts propagated supersonically through the IGM, impulsively heating gas and resulting in temperature changes DT~10 4 K (1). Afterward, the IGM cooled via adiabatic expansion and inverse Compton scattering off the CMB, but because both the cooling and dynamical times in the rarefied IGM are long-comparable to the age of the universethe memory of these thermal events is retained (2) (3) (4) (5) . Thus, an empirical characterization of the IGM's thermal state across cosmic time can constrain the nature and timing of these reionization events.
At currently observable redshifts (z ≲ 7), hydrogen in the IGM is mostly ionized. However, the small residual fraction of neutral hydrogen gives rise to Lyman-a (Lya) absorption, which is observed to be ubiquitous toward distant background quasars. This so-called Lya forest is an established probe of the IGM and cosmic structure at high z~2 to 6. Because Lya forest observations are sensitive to gas in regions devoid of galaxies, complex and poorly understood physical processes related to galaxy formation are not expected to play a substantial role (6, 7) . Thus, the structure of the IGM can be predicted ab initio with cosmological hydrodynamical simulations, which have been used to infer cosmological parameters from the Lya forest observations (8, 9) . However, this requires assumptions regarding how and when reionization injected heat into the IGM. By comparing simulations to observational constraints on the IGM's thermal state, our understanding of structure formation can be leveraged to make progress toward understanding how reionization occurred.
There are two known ways to constrain the thermal state of the IGM. The first is the traditional approach using one-dimensional Lya forest sightlines provided by individual quasars. Semi-analytical models and hydrodynamical simulations show that IGM gas obeys a power-law relation between the temperature T and the density: T = T 0 (D) g-1 (2, 10), where D is the overdensity relative to the mean, T 0 is the temperature at mean density (D = 1), and g is the slope of this relation. Microscopic thermal motions of IGM gas cause Doppler broadening of Lya forest lines, and any statistic sensitive to the smoothness of the spectra can be used to constrain the amplitude and slope parameters (T 0 , g) (11) (12) (13) . The primary drawback of this technique is the challenge of disentangling the intrinsic small-scale structure [100 kpc; all distances are in comoving units, 1 kpc = 3.1 × 10 21 /(1 + z) cm] of the IGM from the thermal Doppler broadening (14) (15) (16) (17) .
We have developed a second technique to characterize the thermal state of the IGM (5, 16, 18) . The technique directly measures the intrinsic small-scale structure by comparing close pairs of quasars, measuring the transverse Lya forest correlations across the line of sight. Although baryons in the IGM trace dark matter fluctuations on megaparsec (1 Mpc = 10 3 kpc) scales, on smaller scales (~100 kpc) the gas is pressuresupported against gravitational collapse by its finite temperature (T~10 4 K) (3, 5, 18, 19) . Baryonic fluctuations are suppressed relative to the pressureless dark matter (which can collapse), and the IGM is thus pressure-smoothed on small scales. A naïve guess for the pressure-smoothing scale l P follows from the classic Jeans argument l P = c s = ffiffiffiffiffiffi Gr p , where c s is the sound speed of the gas, G is the gravitational constant, and r is the density of the gas. However, at a redshift z, the actual extent of pressure smoothing depends not on the prevailing pressure and temperature at that epoch, but rather on the temperature of the IGM in the past (3), and must therefore be determined from hydrodynamical simulations (5, 18) . The pressuresmoothing scale l P thus provides an integrated record of the thermal history of the IGM and is sensitive to the timing and magnitude of heat injection by reionization events (5) .
We searched for increasing coherence in the Lya forest at progressively smaller quasar pair separations r ⊥ ≲ 300 kpc (angular separation on the sky of ≲10′′) that resolve l P (16) . Previously, only a handful of high-z quasar pairs with sufficiently small separations were known (20, 21) . We have conducted an observational program to identify close quasar pairs (22, 23) that makes this measurement possible over the redshift range 1.8 < z < 3.9 (24) . We used several telescopes to obtain spectra of 25 quasar pairs (24) , with transverse separations r ⊥ = 100 to 500 kpc. Figure 1 shows the overlapping Lya forests of two quasar pairs in our sample illustrating coherent absorption, which results because their separations are comparable to the pressure-smoothing scale.
We applied a statistical measure of the Lya forest correlations to these quasar pair data (16, 24) . This technique, based on the phase difference between homologous line-of-sight Fourier modes k of the spectra in the pairs, is maximally sensitive to the pressure-smoothing scale l P and minimally sensitive to the temperature-density relation parameters (T 0 , g) (16) . The coherence of the Lya forest is revealed in the statistical distribution of these phase differences, q(k, r ⊥ ), which will tend to be aligned (q~0) in highly correlated spectra. We split the sample into four redshift bins and measured phase differences for all modes in a resolution-dependent range (24) . Figure 2 shows the total probability distribution function (PDF) of the phase differences (i.e., phase angle PDF) in the four bins. The fact that the distributions are peaked toward |q| = 0 quantifies the strong correlations that are visible by eye in Fig. 1 .
Following (16), we applied a likelihood formalism for estimating l P from our ensemble of observed phase differences Dq(k, r ⊥ ). For our measurements we adopted a fast flexible seminumerical model of the IGM, based on collisionless dark matter-only N-body simulations, that parameterizes the IGM's thermal state with a temperaturedensity relation (T 0 , g) and pressure-smoothing scale l P . These thermal parameters were assigned to the dark matter particle distribution in postprocessing, and Lya forest skewers were generated using the fluctuating Gunn-Peterson approximation (24, 25) . This fast simulation method provides a reference for l P as the smoothing length of the dark matter density field. The l P defined in this way is directly related to the corresponding l P inferred from full hydrodynamical simulations, which we later used to consistently interpret our results (24) . Imperfections in the data will cause the observed phase angle PDF to depart from the ideal case represented by our model. Specifically, the combination of spectral noise and limited resolution reduces the correlations we are trying to quantify. Metal lines and optically thick Lyman limit systems (LLSs) that are not captured by our simulations provide a stochastic background of absorption that may not be correlated across the two sight lines. To account for these effects, we adopted a forward-modeling approach and implemented them into mock Lya forest spectra for each of the 400 models that we considered (24) . We then inferred the posterior distribution of the thermal parameters using a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling algorithm (24) . Figure 3 shows contour plots of the posterior in the thermal parameter (T 0 , g, l P ) space resulting from this analysis. The horizontal orientation of the contours shows that, as expected from (16), the phase angle PDF is primarily sensitive to l P and depends only weakly on g and T 0 . By marginalizing out g and T 0 , we obtain a measurement of l P with statistical errors of~20 to 30%. We explored the impact of a range of possible systematics related to continuum fitting, imperfect knowledge of the noise and resolution of our spectra, and uncertainties in the abundances of metal lines and LLSs (24) . We conservatively estimate that the combined impact of all these effects increases our uncertainties by at most~6% (24) .
To understand the implications of our l P measurement, we compared it to a set of hydrodynamical simulations for several reionization scenarios and resulting thermal histories (24) . This enabled a comparison to recent measurements of the IGM temperature based on the thermal Doppler broadening effect along the line of sight. The standard picture of IGM thermal evolution is based on the synthesis model of the ultraviolet (UV) background [(26), hereafter HM12], which provides the photoionization and photoheating rates of IGM gas. In Fig. 4A , the HM12 model is compared to recent measurements (27, 28) of the temperature T(D * ) of the IGM at a characteristic density D * , where broad agreement between data and model is observed (17) . Figure 4B shows that other measurements of T 0 (29) require higher temperatures at z > 3 than the model predicts, and are in apparent disagreement with other measurements (27) . Figure 4C shows that l P measurements are overall in good agreement with HM12 model predictions.
To study the sensitivity of l P to the IGM's thermal history, we ran a hydrodynamical simulation with an abrupt step function reionization history, for which the IGM is cold and neutral until z reion = 7, after which it experiences the HM12 photoionization and photoheating rates. Whereas in the HM12 model the UV background heats the IGM to T~10 4 K already by z~15 (17, 18, 24) , heating is delayed until z~7 in this late reionization heating model, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . Although its temperature is indistinguishable from the HM12 scenario at all relevant redshifts, this alternative model yields a smaller pressure-smoothing Rorai In this way we condense the entire statistical power of the phase angle data into a single PDF, at the price of mixing together phase angles at different values of k and r ⊥ , resulting in a loss of spectral and spatial information. This is done to facilitate the visualization of the phase data set, whereas our actual statistical analysis takes the k and r ⊥ dependencies into account (24) . The black circles with Poisson error bars are obtained from our data sample; the red curve represents the thermal model that maximizes the likelihood in our phase analysis, where the models are obtained by postprocessing of a dark matter-only simulation (24) . The red shaded regions delimit the family of models within the 68% confidence level. Fig. 3 . Constraints on the IGM thermal parameters from the phase angle PDF analysis. (A) Confidence levels (red, 68%; light red, 95%) of the posterior distribution in the g-l P plane. (B) Same as (A) for the T 0 -l P plane. (C) Posterior probability distribution for l P after marginalizing over the other two thermal parameters, T 0 and g. Subpanels refer to z = 2 (a), z = 2.4 (b), z = 3 (c), and z = 3.6 (d). The standard deviation of the distribution of l P for the four redshift bins is 22%, 24%, 19%, and 33%, respectively. The uncertainties illustrated here do not include the additional~6% increase in the uncertainties due to systematics (24) .
scale, thereby showing that l P is indeed sensitive to reionization history. The l P value at z = 3 in this model is discrepant at 1.7s with our measurement; however, the overall statistical disagreement, according to a c 2 test, allows rejection of the model with only 55% probability. Although the precision on l P achieved with our current quasar pair data set is not sufficient to rule out either of these models, nor to set tight constraints on thermal and reionization history, this comparison nonetheless illustrates how pressure smoothing provides additional constraints on thermal models, which are indistinguishable from temperature measurements alone.
Finally, we considered a third increased heating model, where the HM12 photoheating rates have been increased by a factor of 3 (24) at all redshifts, in an effort to better match the higher temperatures measured by (29) . Figure 4 shows that this model disagrees with our z < 3 measurements of l P [as well as with the T (D * ) measurements of Becker et al. (27) ] at the 90% confidence level under a c 2 test. Our measurement of the pressure-smoothing scale appears to favor the lower IGM temperatures measured by (27, 28) and provides independent confirmation of the standard picture for IGM thermal evolution.
The small-scale structure of IGM baryons could be sensitive to other physics besides the IGM's thermal history. For example, cold dark matter alternatives such as warm (30) or fuzzy (31) dark matter suppress small-scale fluctuations, whereas primordial magnetic fields have the opposite effect, increasing small-scale power (32) (33) (34) . Other astrophysics such as radiative transfer effects during He II reionization (35) or strong feedback from galaxy formation (6, 7) could also generate additional small-scale fluctuations. Such modifications of either the dark matter or baryons could modify the interpretation of our pressuresmoothing scale results. Their importance relative to thermal heating from cosmic reionization can be determined by precisely mapping the statistics of the Lya forest, from both individual sightlines and quasar pairs, over cosmic time. (27) . The T(D * ) measurements and values of D * as a function of redshift are taken from (27) and (28) , shown by squares and pentagons, respectively. The error bars on these measurements do not account for the uncertainty on l P (or, equivalently, on the unknown thermal history) and are probably underestimated. (B) The temperature at the mean density T 0 as a function of redshift. Squares show measurements from the wavelet analysis of (29); the circle indicates the result of a Voigt profilefitting analysis of Lya-forest lines (36) . In both cases, the estimates on T 0 are fully marginalized over g, but again not l P , such that uncertainties are also likely underestimated. (C) The evolution of the of the pressure-smoothing scale as a function of redshift. The red points are the median of the posterior distributions of l P in each redshift bin; the red error bars indicate the 16th and 84th percentiles. The black extensions to the error bars show the small~6% increase in the uncertainty when systematics are included (24) . The curves in all three panels show predictions from three hydrodynamical simulations (24) . The black lines use the standard heating rates from (26) , for which reionization heating starts at z = 15. The red dashed lines show a late reionization-heating model for which reionization heating does not occur until z reion = 7. The blue dot-dashed lines denote an increased-heating model where we adopt the same reionization redshift z reion = 15 of the HM12 model but increase the photoheating rates by a factor of 3.
